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Abstract 
Assessing cognitive capabilities of animals is key to understanding their welfare needs. 
This is especially the case during major life events or following a change in conditions, 
when cognition and welfare needs may change or fluctuate. One such major life event is 
gestation, when a female’s physical and physiological environment can change 
significantly.  In livestock, pregnant females are also frequently subjected to an 
environmental change, as they are typically separated from other conspecifics.  The aim of 
this thesis was to investigate the impact that gestation and early life environment may have 
in pigs. This thesis includes two main studies, the first of which focuses on the impact of 
pregnancy on cognition and mood, investigating memory, problem solving and personality 
throughout pregnancy. This is also the first study, to my knowledge, to use a cognitive 
bias approach to assess changes in mood during pregnancy in a non-human animal. In 
doing this it was found that there is a significant shift in the pigs’ mood state between 
pre/early and mid/late gestational stages, suggesting that they became increasingly 
pessimistic as they progressed through pregnancy. The second study investigates how two 
key early life factors, the size and sex ratio of the litter an individual is born into, may 
influence its later body and tail injury scores as well as cognitive bias when the pigs are 
placed in mixed groups in either a barren or enriched environment. A key finding from this 
study is that the sex ratio of the litter an individual originates from can have an effect on 
its body scores after leaving its litter-mates. It was also found that litter size and relative 
weight of the individual within the group can impact upon tail injury scores, though the 
nature of the effect also depends on the pigs’ housing environment. Results correlate with 
previous findings that litter size is associated with litter sex ratio. Overall this thesis 
provides an initial insight into the impacts of pregnancy on a mother’s cognitive bias and 
suggests that environmental factors in utero and in early life can influence welfare in later 
life.  		
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Chapter 1 - Introduction  
    
Mammalian pregnancies vary considerably between species; for example, the human 
gestation period is approximately 40 weeks in duration, though other species have 
gestation periods very much shorter than this, such as the opossum who has a gestational 
length of approximately 13.5 days (Mate, et al., 1994), and others are considerably longer, 
such as 22 months in African elephants (Allen, 2006), with many other species falling 
between these limits (e.g. African Buffalo, approximately 11 months: Ryan, et al., 2007; 
Sun Bear, approximately 3-3.5 months: Schwarzenberger, et al., 2004; rhesus macaques, 
approximately 166.5 days: Silk, et al., 1993).   
 
In addition to variations in gestation period, the placenta can vary in structure and 
physiology between mammalian species (Abbot & Rokas, 2017; Leiser & Kaufmann, 
1994), and although the main roles of specific hormones, such as oestrogen and 
progesterone may remain the same, endocrinological patterns vary across species 
(Humans: Soldin, et al., 2005; Llama: Leon, et al., 1990; Rat: Purl & Garfield, 1982; Pig: 
Robertson & King, 1974). Despite differences, it is apparent that pregnancy affects the 
individual’s physical and physiological state in all mammals.  
  
Cognition may be defined as the process or mental action required in order to gain 
knowledge and understanding via experience, thought and the senses (Griffin, et al., 2015; 
Duncan, & Barrett, 2007). It encompasses many functions within the brain including 
attention, memory, social learning, associative learning, judgement and reasoning to name 
a few (Griffin, et al., 2015). Gestation has been associated with changes in cognitive 
function and mood (Table 1) (Galea, et al., 2000; Buckwalter, et al., 1998). For example, 
changes in oestrogen and progesterone levels have been shown to impact on learning and 
spatial memory (Kinsley, et al., 2006), key capabilities for successful rearing and survival 
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in many species (Kinsley, et al., 1999). In rats, studies have found that oestrogen and 
progesterone induce modifications in the hippocampus, enhancing navigation and spatial 
abilities required for foraging-type behaviours during gestation and early motherhood 
(Darnaudéry, et al., 2007; Kinsley, et al., 2006; Kinsley, et al., 1999). By contrast, 
research in humans has frequently concluded that pregnancy has a significant negative 
impact on spatial memory (Farrar, et al., 2014; Anderson & Rutherford, 2012; de Groot, et 
al., 2006), though there is lack of consensus on the conclusion that pregnancy effects 
overall memory, as other researchers have found no effect at all (Logan, et al., 2014; 
Christensen, et al., 2010). This lack of consensus may be due to the variety of different 
tests being used to assess many different components of memory, including implicit, 
explicit, spatial and working memory (Burgess, et al., 2002; Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995; 
Gabrieli, et al., 1995). For example, Glynn (2010) used a face recognition paradigm, 
which required each participant to remember 24 faces, and found no recognition memory 
deficit during pregnancy, whereas Farrar, et al. (2014) found that spatial recognition 
memory significantly declined in pregnant women where the participant had to identify the 
correct original location of an object. It is clear that the variety of tests used, assessing 
different components of cognition, makes it difficult to draw conclusions on the effect of 
pregnancy on memory. Overall, research into the effects of pregnancy on maternal 
cognitive function is inconclusive, and has been conducted in just two species (humans 
and rats). The observed differences in performance between the species may, in part, be 
linked to differences in brain structure which are likely to impact cognitive processing 
(Pawluski, et al., 2016; Duarte-Guterman, et al., 2015; Gieling, et al., 2011b). There is 
some suggestive evidence in humans that the nature and magnitude of alteration in 
maternal cognition is associated with the sex of the foetus (Al-Qaraghouli & Fang, 2017; 
Vanston & Watson, 2005; del Mar Melero-Montes & Jick, 2001). For example, one study 
found that women pregnant with a single male foetus consistently outperformed women 
carrying a single female foetus in tests of working memory and spatial ability (Vanston & 
Watson, 2005). This suggests there is a sex-specific effect of the foetus on the maternal 
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brain and this may potentially account for the mixed findings in relation to cognitive 
function during pregnancy (Lombardo, et al., 2012; Bos, et al., 2010). These kinds of 
studies investigating the effects of foetal sex on maternal cognition are intriguing, 
although often the possible effect of foetal sex is neglected in pregnancy studies. 
 
 
Aspect of 
cognition 
Species Stage of 
Pregnancy 
Findings Reference 
 
Facial 
recognition  
 
Humans 
 
Not specified  
Pregnant women were better at 
recognition of faces. 
Anderson & 
Rutherford, 
(2011) 
 
Mixed 
 
Humans 
Third trimester 
and 
postpartum  
Some but not all aspects of 
cognition were impaired 
during pregnancy 
Buckwalkter, 
et al. (1999) 
Mental speed, 
working memory 
and immediate & 
delayed recall 
 
Humans 
 
Early and late 
pregnancy 
 
No effect of pregnancy on 
cognitive function 
Christensen, 
et al. (2010) 
 
 
Spatial memory 
 
Rats 
 
14 days 
gestation  
 
No difference in spatial 
memory during pregnancy 
 
Cost, et al. 
(2014) 
Verbal memory, 
divided attention, 
& focused 
attention 
 
Humans Second & 
third trimester 
& postpartum 
Women showed a perceived 
cognitive impairment but no 
actual impairment was found 
Crawley, et 
al. (2003) 
Mental speed & 
memory 
Humans Throughout 
pregnancy and 
postpartum 
Memory, but not mental speed, 
was impaired during 
pregnancy  
 
De Groot, et 
al. (2006) 
Spatial working 
memory, 
attention 
recognition 
memory &  
Humans Throughout 
pregnancy 
Reduced spatial memory 
performance  
Farrar, et al. 
(2014) 
Depression Humans Postpartum Women who experience 
depression during pregnancy 
are more likely to suffer from 
postpartum depression 
 
Gaillard, et 
al., (2014) 
Spatial working 
memory  
Rats Throughout 
pregnancy 
Spatial working memory was 
improved during first and 
second trimesters but was 
worse than non-pregnant rats 
Galea, et al. 
(2000) 
Table 1:  A non-exhaustive overview the literature focusing on mood and cognition during 
pregnancy. 
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during the third trimester 
Working, 
recognition & 
verbal recall 
memory 
Human Throughout 
pregnancy 
Verbal recall memory 
performance declined with 
advancing gestation. No 
difference in working or 
recognition memory  
 
Glynn, 
(2010) 
Working memory Humans Third trimester 
of pregnancy 
Overall no difference in 
working memory between 
pregnant women and controls. 
Only women experiencing 
depression had impaired 
working memory. 
 
Hampson, et 
al. (2015) 
Explicit memory Human Throughout 
pregnancy and 
postpartum  
Decline in memory during the 
third trimester only. 
Keenan, et 
al. (1998) 
Learning and 
memory  
Rats Throughout 
pregnancy  
Learning and memory 
improved  
 
Kinsley, et 
al. (1999) 
Memory and 
attention 
Human Throughout 
pregnancy and 
postpartum 
No cognitive deficit was found 
but women reported self-
perceived memory decline 
throughout pregnancy  
 
Logan, et al. 
(2014) 
Depression Humans Throughout 
pregnancy 
20% of the 3472 women tested 
were experiencing symptoms 
of depression 
 
Marcus, et 
al., (2004) 
Working & 
reference 
memory & 
learning 
Rats  Postpartum  Improved learning and 
memory  
Pawluski, et 
al. (2006) 
Depression Humans Mid-
pregnancy and 
6 months 
postpartum 
Of 1662 women, 9% 
experienced depression mid-
pregnancy and 8% postpartum 
Rich-
Edwards, et 
al. (2006) 
Anxiety & 
depression 
Humans Throughout 
pregnancy 
Anxiety was higher during the 
first and third trimesters. 
Muliparous women had higher 
depression scores in the third 
trimester while Primiparous 
women had higher depression 
scores during the first 
trimester. 
 
Teixeira, et 
al. (2009) 
Anxiety & 
depression 
Humans Throughout 
pregnancy 
No significant difference 
between the prevalence rate of 
anxiety and depression 
between pregnancy and non-
pregnant women. 
 
Ugaz, et al. 
(2010) 
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Studies investigating prenatal stress in humans have found that maternal stress and anxiety 
can negatively impact on the child’s mental wellbeing, resulting in a greater risk of mental 
health problems in the future. A study by Buss, et al. (2010) found that high levels of 
anxiety during pregnancy, or more specifically at the 19 weeks stage in human mothers, 
can significantly reduce grey matter volume in the foetal brain. These changes specifically 
occurred in areas associated with cognitive performance and emotion, such as the 
prefrontal cortex (Sullivan, 2004). This has the potential to impact cognitive development, 
as shown by Brouwers, et al. (2001) who found that infants by the age of two have lower 
mental development scores on average if their mother experienced anxiety throughout her 
pregnancy. Not only this but prenatal stress and anxiety can alter the offspring’s HPA axis 
function (Frodl & O'Keane, 2013; Glover, et al., 2010; Van den Bergh, et al., 2008; 
Bennet & Gunn, 2007). The HPA axis is the main neuroendocrine stress response system 
in the body, responsible for control of production of the main stress hormone, cortisol, 
from the adrenal glands (Frodl & O'Keane, 2013). Alterations to the HPA system 
experienced in utero have the potential to effect long term responses to stress, as shown by 
Clarke, et al. (1994) who found that offspring from stressed rhesus monkeys have an 
enhanced more sensitive HPA axis response to stressors in adulthood, and the same 
outcome has been found in rats (Darnaudéry & Maccari, 2008; Henry, et al., 1994). 
Similar research by Coe, et al. (2003) found that pregnant rhesus monkeys subjected to 
unpredictable noise during early or late pregnancy produced offspring with smaller 
hippocampi; furthermore Szuran, et al. (1994) found that prenatally stressed rats had a 
reduced hippocampal weight. The hippocampus is a brain structure vital for the control of 
the HPA axis and memory (Frodl & O'Keane, 2013; Jacobson & Sapolsky, 1991) and a 
few studies have specifically linked prenatal stress with altered synaptic plasticity in the 
hippocampus, consequently impacting upon learning and memory (Lui, et al., 2011; Yang, 
et al., 2007; Yang, et al., 2006). Whilst this prenatal programming could be beneficial for 
wild populations, helping to promote resilience and survival (Anderson & Rutherford, 
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2012; Love & Williams, 2008) in domesticated or captive populations, this may be 
unnecessary and potentially have adverse consequences.  
 
A relatively small number of studies have reported sex differences in foetal programing, 
often showing that males are more affected by adverse in utero conditions than females 
(Aiken & Ozanne, 2013; Sandman, et al., 2013; Baxter, et al., 2012; Eriksson, et al., 
2010). For example, human male foetuses are more likely to be spontaneously aborted or 
miscarried (Vatten & Skjærven, 2004). Other studies have shown that sex differences are 
linked to specific periods within the gestation period. Mueller & Bale (2008) showed that 
male mice that experience prenatal stress early in gestation were significantly more 
immobile when taking part in a forced swim and tail suspension test. This result, 
characteristic of a depressive phenotype, was not seen in female mice that were exposed to 
early prenatal stress.  Another study showed that in rats the dentate gyrus was affected 
differently in male and female offspring exposed to prenatal stress. Male offspring had 
higher dendritic spine complexity and density in this area, while females experienced 
dendritic atrophy (Bock, et al., 2011). These are just two findings from two studies among 
others (Bock, et al., 2015; Behan, et al., 2011; Zuena, et al., 2008) that highlight how 
males and females can respond differently to conditions in-utero. 
 
Stress does not only impact upon the foetus but also the mother, as prenatal stress can 
increase the risk of post-natal depression in human mothers (Leung, et al., 2005). Mood 
and mental health issues are common among pregnant women (Table 1) and often 
attributed to the extreme variations in hormones during this period of time (Workman, et 
al., 2011; Bennet, et al., 2004). Levels of maternal care have been shown to be related to 
maternal mood (Lovejoy, et al., 2000). In both human and non-human mammals, oxytocin 
and dopamine pathways are key mediators of maternal care (Kim, et al., 2016). Increasing 
immediately after birth and during sucking (Nissen, et al., 1995), oxytocin promotes 
bonding between mother and infant (Douglas, 2010) and facilitates maternal behaviour in 
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human and non-human mammals, such as nest building, licking, grooming and nursing 
(Ross & Young, 2009; Kendrick, 1987). In humans, dopamine-associated rewarding areas 
of the brain are activated when a mother views their child’s face as happy (Strathearn, et 
al., 2008), again reinforcing the care of the infant. This reward circuit is also linked to the 
amygdala, which is activated in response to infant cues or stimuli, such as smiling and 
crying (Ross & Young, 2009; Strathearn, et al., 2008). This activation is generally 
interpreted as a positive response in human mothers, however in rats it has been associated 
with a reduction in maternal behaviour (Riem, et al., 2012; Ross & Young, 2009), again 
highlighting how varied results can be between species. 
 
A larger amount of research in recent years has focused on the experiences and 
environment in utero and the perinatal period and how this may influence offspring 
development. Typically termed foetal or prenatal programming, this has been investigated 
in a number of mammals, including humans (Godfrey & Barker, 2000), rats (Darnaudéry 
& Maccari, 2008), pigs (Foxcroft, et al., 2006; Jarvis, et al., 2006) and chimpanzees 
(Murray, et al., 2016), focusing on those factors considered to be most influential, such as 
maternal diet, mental health and infection (Bale, et al., 2010; Charil, et al., 2010; 
Heerwagen, et al., 2010). There are large differences in degree of maturity and 
independence between mammalian offspring. For example, human infants are born fully 
dependent (Rosenberg & Trevathan, 2002), whereas marsupials are born in embryonic 
state although they can climb unaided to its mother’s teat (Keyte & Smith, 2010), and 
other mammals give birth to highly developed precocial offspring that can walk within 
hours of being born, such as calves and foals (Gorissen, et al., 2016). Differences in the 
physical maturity and independence of different mammalian species’ offspring can impact 
on the duration and nature of the perinatal period. In humans the World Health 
Organisation defines the perinatal period from 22 weeks of gestation to one week after 
birth (WHO, 2017), however the length of this period is relative to the species and length 
of gestation. For example, the perinatal period for mice would be only a few days either 
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side of birth (González-Menéndez, et al., 2011), where as for cats and dogs one paper by 
Lodge, et al. (2012) describes the perinatal period as “20 weeks prior to birth until 4 weeks 
after”. Maternal care during the perinatal period also has the potential to affect the 
offspring’s cognition (Tamaroff, et al., 1986), with research in rats showing a direct link 
between maternal care received and development of the hippocampus (Liu, et al., 2000). 
Rats that received more licking and grooming from their mother as pups are less fearful as 
adults and females also tend to have a higher number of oxytocin receptors in the brain, 
suggesting that they are likely to be effective mothers themselves later in life (Francis, et 
al., 2002). Absence of maternal care during the perinatal phase can be harmful, with some 
studies in rats showing how maternal separation may cause cognitive impairment that lasts 
throughout life (Sousa, et al., 2014; Aisa, et al., 2007). Similarly to humans, rats that 
experienced stress as a juvenile are more likely to exhibit anxiety related behaviours as an 
adult and are also more optimistic and quicker to make decisions (Brydges, et al., 2012). 
This impulsivity has also been seen in human infants whose mothers had a high level of 
prenatal anxiety (Van den Bergh, et al., 2005). 
 
Whilst much has been studied in this area, it has been done so primarily in either humans 
or rats, and as such there is much less known about how gestation and the early life period 
impact on other species. Previous research in other species, such as livestock, has also 
shown that the gestational and early-life period are influential for mother and offspring 
(Rooke, et al., 2017; Rooke, et al., 2015;), for example Rutherford, et al. (2014) 
demonstrated that prenatal stress not only effected piglet survival but also on sow maternal 
behaviour.  
 
Domestic pigs are a good choice of model for two reasons: firstly, humans keep and breed 
millions of them annually with 4,815,00 pigs in the UK, and 985,673,301 worldwide in 
2014 (Food and agriculture organisation for the United Nations, 2017) and a better 
understanding of this period is needed in order to refine husbandry conditions for 
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improved welfare.  Secondly, pigs have been used as a model for humans in medical 
research, so this would make it an interesting comparison to the laboratory rat model. 
Commercially farmed pigs experience multiple challenges and stressors throughout their 
lifetime, including weaning, mixing and pregnancy. This thesis focuses on two significant 
times in the life of a commercial pig: pregnancy and early life. A large focus of previous 
research in this area is the welfare issues surround farrowing crates as although they are 
designed to prevent the crushing of piglets they confine the sow, restricting movement and 
therefore the expression of maternal nesting behaviours often resulting in stress (Wischner, 
et al., 2009; Jarvis, et al., 2002; Thodberg, et al., 2002). There are many studies on 
behavioural needs of gilts and sows during pregnancy, such as nest-building behaviour, 
and its impact on overall welfare (Algers & Uvnäs-Moberg, 2007; Boyle, et al., 2002; 
Damm, et al., 2003; Wischner, et al., 2009), or comparing farrowing crates to alternatives 
that allow varying levels of space, including farrowing pens (Damm, et al., 2003) and 
family systems (Arey & Sancha, 1996). There have also been some studies showing the 
negative effects of large litter sizes which can often lead to inter-uterine crowding, 
resulting in compromised performance, viability, thermoregulatory abilities, birth weight 
and an increased risk of mortality shortly after birth (Bérard et al., 2010; Quiniou, et al., 
2002; Wilsson & Sundgren, 1998; Herpin, et al., 2002; Andersen, et al., 2000; Auldist, et 
al., 1998). Research has investigated the effect of prenatal stress on piglets, often focusing 
on its impact upon the immune system (Couret, et al., 2009a; Couret, et al., 2009b; 
Tuchscherer, et al., 2002). Although here has been some research investigating how 
physiological changes during pregnancy can affect offspring in pigs there has been little 
research investigating how pregnancy may impact on the cognitive function of the sow or 
gilt. 
 
 
Pigs as models for both their own and human cognition have many advantages. They are 
in many ways anatomically and physiologically similar to humans (Merrifield, et al., 
2011; Sullivan, et al., 2001) and their brain closely resembles the human brain, both in 
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biochemistry and structure (Kornum & Knudsen, 2011).  Typically rodents are used in 
studies investigating the effect of pregnancy on cognition, however rodent brains have 
large structural differences, such as their lissencephalic brain in comparison to the human 
and porcine brain, which is gyrencephalic (Lind, et al., 2007). The cerebral cortex is an 
area of the brain responcible for complex behaviours, cognitive function and sensory 
abilities (Sun & Hevner, 2014) and so when using choosing a species as a model for 
another it is preferable to use one that has as a similar brain structure.  Brain development 
also occurs at different times. The rodent brains developing postnatally, where as the 
porcine brain, like the human brain, develops perinatally with the main growth spurt 
occurring from mid-gestation through to the early postnatal period (Jelsing, et al., 2006; 
Pond, et al., 2000).  
 
Understanding the cognitive capacity of animals and how cognitive function can change in 
relation to changes in environment, physiology and other challenges throughout life is key 
to understanding its welfare needs. Increasing and optimising the welfare of farm animals 
is not just beneficial to the animal but can have benefits for production by reducing 
adverse health conditions, deaths and increasing efficiency (Held, et al., 2002; Curtis & 
Stricklin, 1991). Pigs have the ability to learn operant and classical conditioning tasks 
quickly (Gieling, et al., 2011a), something that is an advantageous when carrying out 
cognition research. In light of this, pigs cannot only assist understanding of human 
cognition but also their own cognition and aid understanding of how their welfare can be 
improved in relation to current intensive farm rearing systems.  
 
1.1 Thesis aims  
This thesis had two main aims: 
 
(i) To investigate the impact of pregnancy on cognitive processes and mood in 
primiparous gilts 
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(ii) To investigate effects of prenatal and early life factors, including litter size and 
sex ratio, on cognition and health in pigs. 
 
Chapter two focuses on maternal cognition during pregnancy and investigate changes in 
memory, problem solving and cognitive bias across the gestation period. Studies exploring 
memory during pregnancy typically use humans or rats as a study species, therefore this 
thesis also aimed to bridge gaps in the literature by using a non-typical study species for 
this area of research. A cognitive bias approach is used to investigate the impact of 
pregnancy upon mood/mental state and this is the first study, to my knowledge, to look 
into this in a non-human animal.  
Chapter three presents novel findings from analysis of a large dataset collected for a 
previous BBSRC-funded study, investigating how sex ratio and size of an individual’s 
birth litter may influence how they cope in different environments in later life. As part of 
this, body and tail injury scores are analysed in relation to sex ratio and litter size. There 
are also novel analyses of data from a cognitive bias test conducted on a sub-sample of 
these pigs, in order to test the hypothesis that judgement bias is linked to prenatal and 
early life factors.  
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Chapter	2	-	Investigating the impact of pregnancy on 
mood and cognitive processes in a non-human animal   	
 
Abstract	
Pregnancy causes multiple different changes in hormones, mood and cognitive ability in 
human and non-human mammals. There has been some research into how these 
adjustments affect cognition and mood in humans, however non-human literature is 
focused on rodents. The aim of this study was to investigate the impact of pregnancy on 
cognitive processes in a non-human animal, the domestic pig (Sus scrofa domestica), 
which often experiences consecutive pregnancies throughout their lifetime. This is the first 
study, to my knowledge, to use a cognitive bias approach to investigate mood/mental state 
during pregnancy in a non-human animal. Another aim was to investigate the potential 
mediating/moderating effects of personality on the cognitive impacts of pregnancy on an 
individual. After training, 10 gilts were tested at four different stages of the 16-week 
gestational period; before, early (5 weeks), middle (8 weeks), and late (11 weeks) 
pregnancy. Testing included cognitive bias tests at each stage. A five trial ‘reminder’ 
session of alternating positive and negative reference probes (P, N, P, N, P) was conducted 
on the day before each test day; this ‘reminder’ session was also used to assess memory.  
Individuals also completed three further tests: puzzle solving, novel object and social 
isolation tests at the before, early and late test stages of pregnancy in order to assess 
problem-solving ability and personality. There was a significant increase in latency to 
reach the cognitive bias test probes between before/early and middle/late stages of 
pregnancy, suggesting a significant shift in the pig’s mood state, as they become 
increasingly pessimistic towards the latter stages of pregnancy. There was also a 
significant effect of personality on the pig’s responses to the cognitive bias test, with 
proactive individuals having a more pronounce difference between latencies to reach the 
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ambiguous locations at the before/early and middle/late test times. The gilts did become 
significantly faster to solve the puzzles in the problem solving test as their pregnancies 
progressed, however no significant change in memory was found when comparing before, 
early, middle and late stages of pregnancy. Overall this study begins to show how 
pregnancy may influence mood and cognition in a non-human animal and provides a basis 
for future work in this area. 
 
2.1	Introduction	
In the human-based literature, the state of gestation (pregnancy) has been associated with 
changes in mood, mental state and cognitive ability (Macbeth & Luine, 2010; Henry & 
Rendell, 2007; Bennett, et al., 2004). Mood disturbances, including depression and 
anxiety, are common during pregnancy amongst women with prevalence dependent on 
ethnicity, parity and socioeconomic factors (Lancaster, et al., 2010; Teixeira, et al., 2009; 
Rich-Edwards, et al., 2006; Marcus, et al., 2003). Some studies have linked these 
emotional and mental states to the hormone fluctuations that occur rapidly during the 
gestational period (Workman, et al., 2011; Uguz, et al., 2010; Buckwalter, et al., 1998). In 
particular, the fluctuations in peptide and steroid hormones, such as oestrogen and 
progesterone (Steiner, et al., 2003), which can also greatly affect the maternal brain 
(Kinsley, et al., 2006; Oatridge, et al., 2002). A recent study comparing brain structure 
before and after pregnancy in first time mothers found substantial differences in grey 
matter, with first time mothers undergoing a significant reduction in grey matter 
throughout pregnancy (Hoekzema, et al., 2017; Oatridge, et al., 2002). Other research by 
Farrar, et al. (2014) found that pregnancy negatively affected spatial recognition memory 
performance, specifically during the second and third trimester in pregnant women, a 
result that supported earlier studies (de Groot, et al., 2006; Keenan, et al., 1998). A review 
by Anderson & Rutherford (2012), aimed to update a previous meta-analysis by Henry & 
Rendell (2007), also found a small but significant negative impact of pregnancy on 
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working memory.  Despite this, many studies have found no cognitive deficit during 
pregnancy (Logan, et al., 2014; Christensen, et al., 2010; Crawley, et al., 2003), or have 
suggested that many self-reported perceived cognitive deficiencies are related to mood 
rather than any actual cognitive deficit (Logan, et al., 2014; Marino, et al., 2009).  
 
Non-human literature investigating links between memory and pregnancy has generally 
reported research on rats, which have large differences in brain structure and hormonal 
patterns during gestation in comparison to humans (Pawluski, et al., 2016; Duarte-
Guterman, et al., 2015; Gieling, et al., 2011b). In rats it is often found that there is a 
decreased rate of neurogenesis in the hippocampus, an area of the brain directly sensitive 
to hormonal changes and critical for the regulation of mood, memory and spatial ability 
(Galea, et al., 2013; Workman, et al., 2011; Bunsey & Eichenbaum, 1996), although 
spatial memory is enhanced (Cost, et al., 2014; Macbeth, et al., 2010; Galea, et al., 2008; 
Galea et al., 2000). Indeed much of the research published in this area of the non-human 
literature focuses on spatial memory (Cost, et al., 2014; Macbeth, et al., 2010; Galea, et 
al., 2008; Galea et al., 2000), whereas studies looking at, other types of memory during 
pregnancy are more limited in number, and typically focus on reproductive experience. 
For example, Pawluski, et al., (2006) who found that rats that were first or second time 
mothers had enhanced working and reference memory. Conflicting results across the 
human and non-human animal literature means that understanding of the impacts of the 
gestational period and process on memory is very limited, and very little is known about 
how gestation may effect memory or other cognitive processes in species other than 
humans and rodents. 
 
A growing body of research in both human and non-human animals suggests that 
cognitive processes are not just influenced by hormonal changes, such as those during 
gestation, but also by mood and emotions, causing attention, judgment and memory to be 
altered in the short, or even long term (Boissy, et al., 2007). Cognitive bias, or judgement 
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bias, is the influence of affect, mood state and emotion on cognition, with happy, content 
individuals more likely to make positive assumptions about ambiguous stimuli (Bethall, et 
al., 2015). In humans, a negative mood state has been shown to lead to a pessimistic 
cognitive bias (Sharot, 2011; Mathews & MacLeod, 2005). Sharot, (2011) explains that 
people tend to overestimate the likelihood of future positive experiences happening in 
comparison to negative outcomes, even if the chance of future positive or negative 
experiences is equal. Increased pessimism has been reported in individuals experiencing 
depressive symptoms, with severely depressed individuals having a significant pessimistic 
bias (Strunk, et al., 2006; Lothmann, et al., 2010). Non-human animals cannot convey 
their perception of their mental state as easily as humans can, and as such their affective 
state must be assessed indirectly (Bateson, et al., 2011). There have been a number of 
studies published in recent years that have focused on using cognitive bias in a wide range 
of species including dogs, pigs, rats, European starlings and even bees (e.g. pigs: Asher et 
al., 2016; pigs: Douglas, et al., 2012; bees: Bateson, et al., 2011; rats: Brydges, et al., 
2011; dogs: Mendl, et al., 2010; European starlings: Bateson & Matheson, 2007). For 
example, in pigs, cognitive bias studies include that of Douglas, et al., (2012) who found 
pigs housed in enriched environments respond more ‘optimistically’ in testing, and Scollo, 
et al., (2014) found that pigs living in pens with different stocking density levels did not 
show different judgement bias. Although there are a large number of studies that use the 
cognitive bias test, they have typically been used to assess the impact of externally driven 
factors on animal cognition and welfare, rather than internally driven factors (such as 
pregnancy).  
 
Although not included in cognitive bias studies until recently, personality has been shown 
to impact individuals’ cognitive bias in a context-dependent manner (pigs: Asher, et al., 
2016). Animal personalities, also referred to as “behavioural syndromes”, are defined by a 
set of consistent individual differences in behaviour across time and context (Sih, et al., 
2004), and can be divided into two main types; proactive and reactive. More reactive 
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personality types are associated with more flexible and passive behaviour, whereas 
proactivity on the opposite end of the scale is associated with more active and less flexible 
behavioural responses (Koolhaas, et al., 1999). Including this factor in future studies may 
account for variation in cognitive bias results within and between studies (Asher, et al., 
2016). 
 
The gestation period for commercial pigs will typically present a number of internally 
driven and external factors that can impact on the female’s welfare and cognition. A large 
amount of research investigating pregnancy in pigs focuses on their environment as during 
gestation sows are typically moved into a farrowing crate, designed to reduce piglet 
mortality by crushing, but also allow for easier access for the stock person to assist with 
delivery. Farrowing crates are restrictive for the sow, with only space to stand up and sit or 
lie-down, restricting the expression of other behaviours, including maternal behaviours, 
such as nest building (Algers & Uvnäs-Moberg, 2007; Grandinson, 2005; Blackshaw, et 
al., 1994). Maternal behaviours are induced by changes in specific hormones such as 
prolactin and progesterone (Algers & Uvnäs-Moberg, 2007). Various studies have been 
conducted that suggest that the type of environment the female is housed in during 
pregnancy impacts on maternal behaviour. Arey, et al. (1991) who found that sows 
presented with straw, sand and enough space would build nests and display other maternal 
behaviours such as pawing and rooting. Jarvis, et al. (2002) also explored whether material 
availability or space had a greater impact on sows, finding that individuals housed in a pen 
rather than a crate showing more locomotive behaviour, such as standing, walking and 
changing position. Although pens and other open farrowing systems may increase sow 
welfare, it often increases the risk of piglet mortality by crushing as shown by many 
studies (Weber, et al., 2007; Weary, et al., 1996) including Blackshaw, et al. (1994) who 
found that in a farrowing crate there was 14% piglet mortality in comparison to 32% in the 
farrowing pen. However, despite the increased risk of mortality, open pen systems also 
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allow for the piglet to display play behaviours, which is thought to both increase welfare 
and cognitive development (Martin, et al., 2015). 
 
Previous research investigating the possible links between pregnancy, cognition and mood 
has had variable conclusions (Anderson & Rutherford, 2012) and is mostly carried out 
from a human perspective, or has involved rodents, which have large differences in brain 
structure in comparison to humans (Gieling, et al., 2011b). Pregnancy involves cognitive, 
emotional and hormonal changes, which all have the potential to influence each other and 
change throughout different stages of gestation (Soldin, et al., 2005; Steiner, et al., 2003). 
Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate the impact of pregnancy on cognitive 
processes, including mood, problem solving and memory in a non-human animal by 
focusing on four main hypotheses: 
 
(i) Pregnancy will influence cognitive bias and cognitive bias will vary depending 
on the stage of pregnancy. 
(ii) Problem solving ability will change during pregnancy in comparison to before 
pregnancy. 
(iii) Memory will be altered during all stages of pregnancy relative to memory before 
pregnancy. 
(iv) Personality will explain some of the variation in cognitive bias at different stages 
of pregnancy.   
 
2.2	Method	
2.2.1 Animals and housing  
Ten gilts; six Large White, three Landrace and one Duroc, were selected based on age and 
time until first service. The average age of all ten pigs on the first day of training was 7.1 
months with a standard error of 0.18.  Gilts were selected as they were all due to 
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experience first parity, which meant that prior pregnancy experience was the same for all 
individuals. This also allowed more time for training and testing than would be possible if 
higher parity sows were recruited, due to the short length of time between consecutive 
pregnancies in commercially farmed breeding sows.  
 
The ten gilts were situated on a high health breeding farm and were housed as two groups 
of six, group A and group B, including one gilt per pen that was not used in the 
experiment. The gilts were grouped according to the farmer’s preference while ensuring 
there were equal numbers of test individuals in each pen. Group A consisted of six Large 
Whites, (one gilt was not included in the study due to a foot infection), and group B 
consisted of one Large White, three Landrace, one Duroc and one Welsh. The Welsh gilt 
had a nervous disposition and so on ethical grounds, it was decided not to include it in the 
study in case the training and testing negatively impacted its welfare. Pens were located in 
the same building, each pen measured 4.67m x 5.35m and contained a sheltered sleeping 
area (2.70 x 4.67m) and a run partially exposed to outdoor elements, such as natural light 
and wind, (2.65 x 4.67m) to which they had continuous access. Each pen had the same 
level of enrichment, consisting of a covering of straw on the ground and a larger amount in 
the sheltered sleeping area. All individuals were fed a standard lactating sow ration once a 
day, had continuous access to water and natural lighting.  
 
2.2.2 Personality testing 
Personality testing was carried out in the same was as detailed by Friel, et al. (2016) due to 
its previous success in pigs. Testing was carried out at the before, early and late pregnancy 
stages and consisted of a social isolation test and a novel object test as previously 
described by Friel, et al. (2016). The training and testing area used comprised of a testing 
room (3.72 x 5.26m), a starting room (3.72 x 1.79m) and a holding area (3.00 x 3.30m). 
All individuals had been previously habituated to the test room as part of training for the 
cognitive bias test. Social isolation tests were conducted the day before the novel object 
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test and involved each individual being placed into the test area for three minutes on their 
own. The novel object test lasted five minutes and involved each individual entering the 
test room containing an object they had never seen before (figure 1). A traffic cone, grey 
box, stool and blue bucket were all used as novel objects as they all differed in shape size 
and colour. Each pig received a new object each time they completed the test and objects 
were counterbalanced between pig and test time to avoid any bias. Each test was repeated 
twice per pig before pregnancy, then repeated on two further occasions, once at the early 
pregnancy stage and once at the late pregnancy stage. The time spent moving, standing, 
drinking and exploring the floors and walls were measured from the footage of the social 
isolation and novel object tests. The time to approach the novel object and the time spent 
interacting with the object were also measured for the novel object test.  
 
Figure 1: Experimental set up for the novel object test, where the novel object would be 
placed in the middle of the testing area. This same set up but without any objects in the 
room was used for the social isolation test.	
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2.2.3 Cognitive bias 
A spatial cognitive bias design was decided upon based on previous success with pigs 
using this type of design (Asher, et al., 2016). 
 
The training and testing area used comprised of a testing room (3.72 x 5.26m), a starting 
room (3.72 x 1.79m) and a holding area (3.00 x 3.30m). Before training, each pig was 
individually marked using a non-toxic spray marker applied to the back.   
 
The gilts were trained to discriminate between positive (P) and negative (N) locations 
based on their outcome, i.e. to approach the P location for a reward (Sugar coated 
chocolates) and to avoid the N location as it was unrewarded. To assess the pigs responses 
and cognitive bias, latency to reach the bowl was used. Each trial was 30 seconds long and 
during the positive trials the nose touching the bowl was marked as a correct response as 
was not touching and avoiding the bowl during the negative trials.  Within each group, the 
pigs positional cues were counterbalanced so two of five in one pen were trained with the 
P location in the right-hand corner and three were trained with P location in the left-hand 
corner, and in pen two, three were trained with P location in the left-hand corner and two 
were trained with P location in the right-hand corner. 
 
Training was carried out individually for 15 sessions, with an average of six trials per 
session, totalling 97 training trials per individual. For the first 36 trials the negative (N) 
bowl was empty, this was because in a previous pilot study we found that some pigs would 
attempt to eat any aversive food/substance in the negative location. Previous studies in 
dogs (Mendl, et al., 2010) and pigs (Scollo, et al., 2014) have left the negative location 
empty and so this method was adopted. However, the pigs were not learning to 
discriminate between the positive and negative fast enough or at all and so the decision 
was made to add coffee beans to the negative location, which pigs find aversive. This 
method has worked in previous studies with pigs (Asher, et al., 2016). From trial 37-97 the 
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N bowl contained coffee beans, Bowls were secured to the floor to prevent movement. The 
positive (P) bowl contained chocolate as a reward throughout all P training trials. 
Typically there is a criterion that needs to be met before moving onto the testing phase 
(e.g. 75% correct responses in the last 20 trials), due to time constraints and the issue with 
negative reinforcement, there was no criterion for the transition from training to testing in 
this study.  
    
Cognitive bias testing was done on four separate occasions; before mating, then five, eight 
and eleven weeks post-mating. As the gestational period is 115 days (approximately 16 
weeks), this allowed for assessment of before, early, middle and late pregnancy. After the 
first test time ‘before’, the gilts were served over a period of three weeks due to their 
varying oestrous cycles. The following test time were done at the appropriate time for each 
individual. A group of pigs being tested on one day were not always tested in the same 
order. Testing involved five different probe/bowl locations; a positive (P) and a negative 
(N) reference location in each corner and three ambiguous probes; near positive (NP), 
middle (M) and near negative (NN), all equidistant from each other (0.74m). Only one 
bowl was in the area per test.  Tests were unreinforced; all ambiguous bowl locations were 
empty, though P and N bowl locations were reinforced in between the ambiguous testing 
probes to maintain motivation to respond and guard against extinction over the test 
session. The positive, negative and ambiguous bowls were never mixed and were rinsed 
with water between each trial. 
    
Each of the four testing sessions comprised 18 trials carried out on the same day, with 
each individual receiving a different sequence order at each different test time. The trial 
sequences involved two of each of the ambiguous probes (NN, NP, M), resulting in six 
ambiguous locations per test. These were interspersed with positive (chocolate) and 
negative (coffee) trials, for example; P, N, NN, P, N, M, N, P, NP, to make up the 18 trail 
sequence and to prevent the pigs becoming disinterested. All ‘during pregnancy’ testing 
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sessions were preceded by a five trial ‘reminder’ session of alternating reference probes 
(P, N, P, N, P) the day before, ensuring all individuals were familiar with the exercise. 
  
Unfortunately only nine pigs were tested ‘before’ pregnancy as farm staff served one pig 
early. All test sessions including personality and problem-solving tests were recorded 
using a Sony CX625 Handycam video camera.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.2.4 Memory 
As mentioned in section 2.2.3, each pig received a five trial ‘reminder’ session of 
alternating reference probes (P, N, P, N, P) the day before cognitive bias testing sessions. 
Whilst this acted as a reminder of the probe locations for the pigs between sessions, it was 
also used to test memory. Each pig’s responses to the P and N locations was recorded as 
correct or incorrect, with correct responses being to approach the P bowl during the P trials 
within 30 seconds, and not touching the N bowl during the N trials. As this was done prior 
Figure 2: Experiment set up for the training, cognitive bias test and reminder trials. Probe 
locations show where each bowl would be placed for an individual that had been trained to 
run to the left corner and avoid the right.  	
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to each test session, it allows for any changes in responses to be tracked throughout the 
gestational period. A binary record was also kept for the number of time a pig approached 
the positive corner before the negative during a negative trial. 
   
2.2.5 Puzzle testing  
Carried out similarly to the novel object tests, each individual was given a puzzle 
containing chocolate at the before, early and late stage of gestation. These puzzles 
consisted of three differently shaped wooden boxes with three different opening 
mechanisms, one with a flip lid, one with a sliding lid and one with a swivel lid. These 
were designed to look and work differently, requiring different manipulations for opening, 
while maintaining the same level of difficulty. A maximum of 120s was allowed for the 
individual to approach the puzzle.  Once the pig approached the puzzle, it had a maximum 
of 300s was allowed to solve it. Puzzle order was counterbalanced between pig and test 
session. 
Figure 3: Experimental set up for the problem solving test, where the puzzle would be 
placed in the middle of the testing area. 
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2.2.6 Video analysis 
The video footage of the test trials was used to record the movements of each gilt during 
each different test. The latency for each gilt to reach the bowl presented in the cognitive 
bias test and preceding reminder trials was measured. If the pig did not approach the bowl 
during the trial the latency was recorded as 30 seconds. The social isolation, novel object 
and puzzle tests were analysed to account for the time spent walking and running, 
standing, exploring the floors and walls as well as the time taken to approach the novel 
object or puzzle, the time spent investigating the novel object or puzzle and the time take 
to solve the puzzle. All latencies were measured in seconds (s). 
 
2.2.7 Statistical analysis 
Data was analysed using R Studio v. 1.0.136	 (RStudio Team, 2016). To calculate the 
personality of each individual the method by Friel, et al. (2016) should be used however 
due to the small sample size of this study that was not possible. As an alternative, z-scores 
were created for the mean time to approach the novel object before pregnancy and the 
mean time to approach the novel object and puzzle during the early and late pregnancy test 
times. Each pig was assigned to either ‘proactive’ or ‘reactive’ depending on their overall 
z-score, with negative z-scores considered as more proactive personalities and positive z-
scores considered more reactive. ANOVA tests were used to compare any differences in 
personality scores across test session and pig, as well as to compare the three puzzles used 
to ensure they were of the same difficulty. 
    
General linear mixed models using lmer from the lmeTest package in R (Kuznetsova, et 
al., 2016) were used for all other analyses, with the final minimum adequate model created 
using stepwise deletion. For the cognitive bias analysis, time to approach the probe was 
the response, personality (Proactive or reactive), probe location and test time (early or late 
gestation) were all included as explanatory terms and pig ID was included as a random 
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effect. Probe location was included as a continuous variable, with N assigned to 1 and P to 
5, as this gave us more power to uncover significant differences in the pigs' responses 
given the small sample size. To investigate memory, the 5 trial reminder sessions were 
used. The positive and negative probe locations were analysed separately with time to 
approach the location as the outcome variable, pig included as a random effect and 
personality and test time were included as covariates. In the model analysing the negative 
trials, whether the individual approached the positive location first was also included as a 
factor. Finally, to analyse the puzzle tests, time to solve the puzzle was the outcome 
variable, pig included as a random effect and personality, test time and time to approach 
the puzzle were included as covariates. 
 
For the cognitive bias analysis, initial data exploration suggested that the responses of pigs 
in the before and early gestation groups, and those in the middle and late groups were very 
similar. Therefore, the before and early, and middle and late test times were combined into 
"early" and "late". For all analyses, the residuals of the models were examined to ensure 
that they conformed to assumptions of normality. 
 
2.2.8 Ethics statement 
This study was ethically approved by the University of Lincoln’s ethical committee in 
December 2016 and given the approval ID CoSREC262. 
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2.3 Results 
2.3.1 Personality  
In total there were five reactive and five proactive pigs and each individual’s personality 
did not change throughout pregnancy (F1,3= 0.075, p= 0.786).  
 
2.3.2 Cognitive bias 
Pigs before and during early gestation had significantly more optimistic responses to the 
ambiguous NP, M and NN probes than during middle and late pregnancy (F1,366=	5.1389, 
p= 0.0239801) (figure 4). The location of the ambiguous probe determined the pig's 
response at each test time, with the middle location resulting in the most varied latencies 
across each test time (F1,366=11.7792, p= 0.00067). The pig’s personalities influenced their 
responses in the cognitive bias test between test times (F1,8= 2.9135, p=0.034356). 
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Figure 4: Latency to approach each location for two different test times; pre-early gestation 
(before and 5 week responses combined) and mid-late gestation (8 and 11 week responses 
combined). (a) Shows the responses for all 5 proactive pigs and (b) shows the responses for the 
5 reactive gilts.   	
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2.3.3 Problem-solving  
Different puzzle designs did not differ in time taken to solve them (F1,2=	0.360, p=	0.783).  
The pigs became faster to solve the puzzles throughout pregnancy with the fastest times 
occurring during the late stage (F1,16=	4.8582, p=0.0429). The gilts became slightly faster 
to approach the puzzle towards the later stages of gestation (F1,23=3.9932, p=0.0576) 
however personality did not affect the time taken to solve the puzzles at any stage of 
gestation. 
 
2.3.4 Memory 
During the reminder trials, as expected, the time to reach the rewarded P location did not 
change significantly throughout pregnancy (F1,168=0.18064, P=	0.671). The pigs got slower 
to approach the N location throughout pregnancy with the slowest latencies occurring 
during the late stage of pregnancy (F1,66=11.4254, p=6.66e-05). A significant interaction 
between the pig’s personalities and whether the individual ran to the empty P corner first 
during the N trials was also found (F1,67=5.6979, p=0.0198) (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6: Latency for each individual to approach the N reminder trials, and whether the P 
location was approached first, at four different stages of the pig’s 16-week gestational 
period; before, early (5 weeks), middle (8 weeks) and late (11 weeks). Figure a) shows 
responses of the five pigs with a more proactive personality type and figure b) shows the 
responses of the five pigs with a more reactive personality type. 	
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2.4	Discussion		
The cognitive bias of 10 gilts was tested at four different stages of gestation and it was 
found that there was an increase in latency to reach the ambiguous NP, M and NN test 
probes between before/early and middle/late pregnancy (figure 4). This suggests a shift in 
the pig’s mood state, and that they may become increasingly pessimistic towards the latter 
stages of pregnancy. Time to approach each location increased as they reach the later 
stages of pregnancy. This result supports the hypothesis that pregnancy would influence 
the pig’s cognitive bias and that cognitive bias would depend on the stage of pregnancy. 
The average latency to reach the positive and negative reference probes remained constant 
across test times (figure 4), again suggesting that the ambiguous stimuli were judged more 
pessimistically during the later stages of pregnancy, most likely due to a change in the 
gilt’s mental state. This is the first study, to my knowledge, to show the effect pregnancy 
may have on the mood/mental state of a non-human animal and reflects findings in human 
females that mood and cognitive changes are most prevalent during the second or third 
trimester (Bennett, et al., 2004).  
   
It may be suggested that other factors may be the cause of this finding, for example it may 
be that the increased latency is the result of learning that the ambiguous locations do no 
contain a reward. This was highlighted by Doyle, et al., (2010) who showed that sheep 
over a period of three weeks took longer to approach each of the ambiguous locations, 
despite there being no change to the animals environment showing that cognitive bias 
testing may not be very repeatable. In this case of this study, if learning were solely 
responsible for these results it would be expected to see the latency increase each 
successive time the animals were exposed to the unrewarded test probes, which was not 
the case. Another possible query could be whether the gilts got slower as they became 
more heavily pregnant. This was assessed by monitoring the time to approach the 
reinforced interim P and N trials during testing, and found there to be no difference across 
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the time period within individuals, suggesting that the pigs did not get slower due to any 
physical limitations during pregnancy. However, it is possible that the pigs 
overcompensated to run faster to reach the positive location they knew contains a reward 
and so the slowing effect of pregnancy was only visible at the ambiguous locations.  
 
One limitation of this cognitive bias study set up is that the locations are not all equidistant 
from the starting position. This could impact upon results as it may mean that the pigs 
perceive different locations with different ‘costs’ depending on how far away they are. It 
also meant that even if the individual moved at the same pace to each location, it would 
take them slightly longer to reach the near negative and near positive than it would the 
middle location, potentially affecting the results of this study. In future studies, it would be 
preferable if the experimental set up meant that the locations were equidistant from the 
starting location. 
 
Personality scores did not change significantly during pregnancy, supporting hypothesis 
(iv). This was expected as personality is defined as a set of consistent individual 
differences in behaviour across time and contexts (Sih, et al., 2004). This is also the first 
study to my knowledge to investigate the moderating effects of personality on the 
cognitive impacts of pregnancy on an individual. Personality had a significant influence on 
the cognitive bias outcome. In a previous study, Asher, et al. (2016) also found that 
personality and context interact to determine the cognitive bias outcome, however this was 
using weaner/grower pigs. Our results showed that proactive individuals had a larger 
change in latency between the before/early and middle/late test times in comparison to the 
reactive gilts. This may suggest that proactive individuals had a larger change in mood 
between the stages of gestation. It could also be due to the difference in coping styles and 
it is possible that reactive individuals coped better with the changes in mood and therefore 
did not show such a difference between how the ambiguous locations were interpreted at 
different test times. It should also be noted that the social isolation and novel object tests 
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used to create the personality scores were always done in the same order. This may have 
impacted upon the results as the pigs would know to expect the NO test after the SI test 
and could have adapted their behaviour. 
 
It was hypothesised that memory would be altered during pregnancy relative to memory 
before pregnancy and I investigated this by analysing the 5-trial reminder sequence that 
each pig carried out the day before the cognitive bias test. When analysing at the positive 
trials there was no significant difference in the latency across test times. This was to be 
expected as this location was reinforced with a reward. On the other hand, the negative 
trials had a significant difference in latency between test times, showing that the pigs took 
increasingly longer to approach this location as they reached the later stages of pregnancy. 
This indicates that the pigs learnt and remembered that the negative bowl contained 
undesirable coffee beans and although it cannot be concluded that memory improved, this 
result does suggest that memory did not decline as a result of pregnancy. This finding 
contradicts much of the human and rat research in this area, which generally suggests that 
memory declines during pregnancy, if there is any change at all (Galea et al., 2000; 
Keenan, et al., 1998). This area would be an interesting focus for future studies.  
    
A binary record of whether the pig ran to the positive corner during a negative trial was 
kept for the reminder trials. This was analysed during the N reminder trial analysis and 
there was a significant interaction between whether the individual ran to the positive 
location first (despite there being no bowl there) and the individual’s personality. This 
interaction shows a difference between personality types if the individual ran to the 
positive corner first, with more reactive type pigs taking longer to reach the negative 
location if they chose to run to the positive location first, whereas pigs with a more 
proactive personality type were faster to reach the negative corner than those who did not 
run to the positive location first (Figure 5). This difference in response between 
personality types is reflective of their definition with more proactive individuals being 
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more active and less flexible with their behaviour (Koolhaas, et al., 1999). These proactive 
characteristics may explain why these pigs did not change their behaviour during the 
negative trials even though no positive bowl was present. 
 
The third hypothesis predicted that the pig’s problem solving ability would change 
throughout pregnancy. A significant difference between test times was found as the time it 
took for each pig to solve the given puzzle decreased with each gestational stage. This 
suggests that the gilts problem-solving abilities improved throughout pregnancy and 
supports hypothesis (iv).  Alternatively it is possible that the puzzles used to carry out this 
test were too simple and did not challenge the pigs appropriately and it is also possible that 
this was the result of learning due to repeat exposure to the puzzles. These factors should 
be taken into consideration when interpreting this result. Results also revealed that the 
individual’s personality was not an influencing factor and that there was no significant 
difference in the difficulty of the puzzles.  
    
2.5 Conclusions 
It was found that pregnancy has a significant effect on cognitive bias in pigs with 
individuals taking increasingly longer to approach the ambiguous locations. This suggests 
that the gilts became increasingly pessimistic towards the end of pregnancy, however 
learning the bowls were unrewarded and the possible effect of pregnancy on the speed of 
the pigs should be considered as possible contributing factors. The pig’s personality also 
influenced the cognitive bias outcome, with proactive individuals showing a more 
pronounced difference in their cognitive bias responses at different gestational stages.  The 
pigs memory did not decline as a result of pregnancy, although it cannot be concluded that 
memory got better either. The gilts were faster to solve each puzzle at each subsequent test 
time, however caution should be taken when interpreting this as an improvement in 
problem solving as it is just as possi
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findings provide a basis for future work in this area, as well as highlighting the importance 
of considering the impact of large physiological changes, such as pregnancy, in animal 
cognition and welfare. If the changes in cognitive bias here are truly a result of a change in 
mood or affective state it is possible that this could not only effect the mother but also 
offspring as in-utero condition, such as prenatal stress, has been shown to change 
offspring’s behaviour (Jarvis, et al., 2006), response to stress (Davis, et al., 2011) and 
even health (Merlot, et al., 2015; Merlot, et al., 2008). It is possible that the potential 
change in cognitive bias during pregnancy could be eased by practical actions on farm, 
such as by providing suitable enrichment and space for gestating sows and gilts (Douglas, 
et al., 2012).  
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Chapter	3	-	Effects of early life factors on cognition 
and health	
 
Abstract	
In utero and early life factors, such as litter size and sex ratio, have the potential to 
influence long-term health, welfare and behaviour. Previous research has shown how 
factors such as inter-uterine crowding, litter size, sex ratio and the perinatal environment 
can influence health and cognitive processes into adulthood, in both humans and non-
human animals. Sex ratio and litter size as possible early life influences on cognitive bias 
and physical injury scores was investigated. It was found that cognitive bias was related to 
litter sex ratio; individuals originating from a litter with a higher ratio of males:females 
took more time to reach all probe locations than pigs from a more female biased birth 
litter, regardless of the sex of the responder. Body injury scores were associated with an 
interaction between the pig’s relative weight and the litter sex ratio. Tail injury scores 
were associated with the pig’s relative weight and litter size and, overall, female 
individuals had higher body and tail injury scores than males. Results showed that smaller 
litters were more likely to be male biased, a result that correlates with previous findings 
from other studies. These results show that the size and sex ratio of a litter have the 
potential to impact on the performance and welfare of that individual into adulthood, with 
real life implications for farmers in terms of health and welfare.  
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3.1 Introduction 
From the moment of conception, the environment has the potential to effect long-term 
health, physiological and behavioural traits (Gluckman, et al., 2008; Hanson & Gluckman, 
2008; Tang & Verstynen, 2002; Nyman, 1967). In humans and other mammals, plastic 
foetal programing can cause changes that last a lifetime, including how an individual 
responds to stress (Davis, et al., 2011; Glover, et al., 2010; Darnaudéry & Maccari, 2008, 
Gicquel, et al., 2008), its behaviour (Bale, et al., 2010; Kofman, 2002; Lemaire, et al., 
2000), as well as its health and disease risk in adulthood (Harris & Seckl, 2011; Warner & 
Ozanne, 2010; Seckl, et al., 2007).  For mammals that give birth to litters of offspring, the 
effects of multiple siblings developing in the same womb space is a further potential 
environment influencer. 
    
Inter-uterine position and the sex of adjacent littermates in utero has been shown to affect 
the individual’s performance as an adult including their reproductive performance, 
behaviour and cognition with the potential to impact further future generations (mixed 
mammals: Ryan & Vandenbergh, 2002; pigs: Drickamer, et al., 1997; mice: Vandenbergh 
& Huggett, 1994; humans: McFadden, 1993). For example, in gerbils hippocampal size 
can vary depending on sex and sex of neighbouring siblings in utero (Sherry, et al., 1996). 
Testosterone levels are higher in individual foetuses developing between two males, than 
in individuals developing between two females, regardless of the sex of the individual 
itself (Clark, et al., 1991). Males adjacent to other males in utero have larger scent glands 
and engage in more scent marking activity, whereas dams situated between two males in 
utero were more likely to produce litters with a greater proportion of males than females 
(Clark & Galef, 1995; Clark, et al., 1992; Clark, et al., 1990).  
 
The size of the litter in utero can also have a long-term effect on health. In pigs, due to a 
sow’s limited uterine space, individuals carrying large litters of piglets are at risk of intra-
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uterine crowding, which can affect the performance and viability of offspring (Bérard et 
al., 2010). Increased litter size has been shown to negatively correlate with birth weight 
and size, and pre-weaning weight gain, and is also linked to increased variability in 
weights of piglets (Quiniou, et al., 2002; Wilsson & Sundgren, 1998). Piglets from a larger 
litter experience more competition for access to teats, are generally smaller and weaker at 
birth, and have poorer thermoregulatory abilities, making them less viable and at an 
increased risk of crushing, starvation and other causes of mortality (Herpin, et al., 2002; 
Andersen, et al., 2000; Auldist, et al., 1998). Overall there is a large amount of evidence 
suggesting that larger litters have negative health and performance outcomes, which may 
also have negative consequences for the piglet’s overall welfare (Rutherford, et al., 2013).  
 
Litter size has been linked to sex ratio, with smaller litters tending to be male-biased, and 
larger litters female-biased (Servanty, et al., 2007; Peaker & Taylor, 1996). In many 
livestock production systems this has a potential economic impact, as females are the 
output-generating sex (e.g. producing eggs, milk, or as breeders). More broadly, sex ratio 
and the drivers for sex ratio bias (Fisher, 1999) have received considerable attention in the 
field of ecology and evolutionary biology (Trivers, & Willard, 1973; Tesfu, et al., 2014; 
Cameron, et al., 2008; Berry & Cromie, 2006; Grant et al., 2007).  
 
Sex ratio bias has been shown to have an effect on processes and behaviours at an 
individual level (Darnaudéry & Maccari, 2008; Wilsson & Sundgren, 1998). One example 
of this is aggressive behaviour in pigs, which D’Eath & Lawrence (2004) found was more 
prominent in individuals originating from large litters, a result previously reported in rats 
(Seitz, et al., 1954) and thought to be due to the increased competition for teats during 
time spent in the litter (D’Eath & Lawrence, 2004). Aggression in pigs often results in 
some level of body injury, including scrapes and scratches, which can be measured using 
body injury scores. Injury can occur due to aggressive behaviour as the result of mixing 
unfamiliar individuals into a group or establishing a dominance or hierarchy within the 
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group (Stukenborg, et al., 2011; D’eath, 2005). Injury due to aggression has not only the 
potential to impact upon welfare due to the increased stress, disease and physical illness 
but also the overall production performance due to aggressive encounters increasing the 
likelihood of mortality and therefore economic loss (Marchant-Forde & Marchant-Forde, 
2005; Held, et al., 2002). 
 
A limited amount of evidence suggests that litter size and sex ratio of the litter can impact 
on long-term cognitive performance, such as Galea et al. (1994) who found that litter sex 
ratio in rats may influence spatial performance into adulthood. Using a spatial hole-board 
test Gieling et al. (2012) found that low birth weight pigs from larger litters had mild 
memory impairment. This study defined low birth weight as one standard deviation below 
the average weight of the litter, however later Antonides, et al., (2015) repeated this study 
with stricter criteria. This involved using previous weight data to estimate low birth weight 
as being one standard deviation below the average weight of nearly 500 other piglets. 
Following this it was found that, in contrast to the original study, low birth weight piglets 
had enhanced memory (Antonides, et al., 2015). Similarly, Fijn, et al., (2016) found that 
litter size did not affect piglets’ emotionality as determined by an open field test, however, 
in adult male rats it has been shown that litter size may impact emotionality responses 
(Dimitsantos, et al., 2007).  
 
More frequently cognitive, or judgement bias, tests are being used to infer affect, mood 
state and emotion in non-human animals. This is based the concept that cognition can be 
influenced by mood and emotions, causing attention, judgment and memory to be altered 
in the short, or even long term (Boissy, et al., 2007) and that happy, content individuals 
are more likely to make positive assumptions about ambiguous stimuli (Bethall, et al., 
2015). Already applied to a variety of different species (Asher et al., 2016; Brydges, et al., 
2011; Mendl, et al., 2010; Bateson & Matheson, 2007) this type of is easily adapted and 
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has shown how different environment factors can influence cognitive processing and 
mood state in non-humans animals.  
 
There is currently no information relating production performance (e.g. in terms of injury 
scores) and litter qualities such as size and sex ratio, or indeed what potential impacts 
these litter qualities may have on cognitive bias in littermates in later life. The aim of this 
study was to investigate possible influences of early life factors litter size and sex ratio on 
cognitive bias and injury scores in later life. Three key hypotheses were tested: 
 
(i) Litter size will be associated with the sex ratio of the litter 
(ii) The litter size and sex ratio in the litter will be associated with an individual’s 
cognitive bias  
(iii) Litter size and sex ratio in the litter will be associated with body and tail injury 
scores 
 
3.2 Method  
The methods outlined in this chapter were originally conducted as part of BBSRC grant 
BB/K00254/1 and BB/K00254/2 between 2013 and 2016.  This author was not involved in 
the original data collection, but conducted statistical analysis of the dataset as outlined in 
section 3.2.4.  A description of the methods is outlined below for clarity and 
comprehensiveness, but full descriptions can be found in Asher et al (2016), Friel et al 
(2016) and Stevens et al (2017). 
 
3.2.1 Animals and housing    
Commercial crossbreed PIC337 (Large White x Landrace) pigs were weaned at four 
weeks and assigned to one of four pens consisting of 18 pigs balanced for sex and weight. 
As standard each pen had a slatted area within solid floors and wooden blocks on chains as 
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basic enrichment, however pen one and three were classed as high-level enrichment with 
deep straw bedding and 2.18m × 5.16m in dimension, whereas pens two and four 
contained no straw bedding and were smaller (2.18m × 3.42m) and were therefore classed 
as low-level enrichment. Each pig remained in their assigned pen for approximately six 
weeks and had access to standard weaner diet and water ad libitum. All pigs were weighed 
at 4 and 10 weeks of age, this was used to calculate the relative weight within each pen 
and replication. This was used as previous research suggests that relative size in relation to 
an individuals pen mates may be more important than actual size (Stevens, et al., 2017; 
Nettle, et al., 2013). 71 individuals were selected to be personality tested and 36 of these 
pigs (24 males and 12 females) were also selected to be cognitive bias tested. Of the 36 
individuals which were cognitive bias and personality tested, there was litter size and sex 
ratio data available for 27 of these pigs. These 27 pigs were used for this study’s analysis. 
  
3.2.2 Cognitive Bias  
Cognitive bias training and testing occurred between seven and ten weeks of age. Each 
individual was habituated to the testing area before training began.  Pigs were trained to 
associate a positive or negative outcome depending on bowl location. The positive (P) 
location was situated in one corner of the experimental room and contained a reward of 
three sugar-coated chocolate sweets whereas the negative (N) location in the opposite 
corner contained three bitter coffee beans. A false-bottomed bowl containing three coffee 
beans and three sugar-coated chocolates was used to minimise olfactory cues, and the 
locations were pseudo-randomised and counterbalanced over environmental treatments for 
each individual. Training involved one bowl present per trial in alternating P and N 
locations before progressing to 5P and 4N in a randomised order. In order to continue onto 
the testing phase each individual was required to reach an 80% ‘success’ criteria, defined 
by approaching the P location within 30 seconds and not approaching the N location in 30 
seconds. All individuals reached the criterion, except nine individuals that failed to 
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habituate and were excluded, giving a testing population of 17 males and 10 females from 
both the more enriched (n=12) and less enriched (n=15) environments. Tests included 
three unrewarded ambiguous test probe locations (near positive, NP; middle, M; near 
negative, NN) presented between the P and N locations resulting in nine trials per test (e.g. 
P, N, M, N, P, NN, P, N, NP). Two tests were conducted per individual and pigs were 
given 30 seconds to approach each probe before being returned to the start box. If the pig 
did not approach the bowl during the trial the latency was recorded as 30 seconds 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2.3 Personality Testing  
Each individual undertook a novel object (NO) and social isolation test (SI). An orange 
traffic cone and a white bucket were used as novel objects. These were counterbalanced 
for environment and pseudo-randomised across tests (only one was presented per test). 
Each pig was given 2 minutes to enter the arena (l × w × h: 3.6 × 2×1.2 m) and following 
Figure 7: Room layout for the cognitive bias test and training. Positive (P) is a rewarded 
location and negative (N), near negative (NN), middle (M) and near positive (NP) are 
unrewarded. Sourced from Asher, et al. (2016) 
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this the novel object was lowered into the arena on a rope until it was approximately 10cm 
from the ground. This signalled the start of the novel object test, which lasted 5 minutes. 
For the social isolation test each individual was placed in a pen (l × w × h: 2.2 × 1.7 × 1.2 
m) away from his or her home pen for 3 minutes. 
    
Video cameras were used to record each test from above, including the time spend 
standing, exploring, moving and line crossing in both tests. Latency to approach and 
maintain contact with the NO was also recorded. Both test areas were cleaned between 
tests and deep cleaned between testing pigs from different pens. Between pens pigs were 
tested in a randomly and within pens individuals were tested sequentially to minimise and 
stress and disruption experienced by the rest of the pen.  
    
The final personality scores were calculated according to the method outlined in Friel, et 
al., (2016). From the behaviours measured in the novel object and social isolation tests, it 
was calculated which ones were repeatable using the intraclass correlation coefficient. The 
personality score was calculated as the mean of the z-scores of those repeatable 
behavioural measures (duration standing and exploring in the SI tests; and duration of 
standing, exploring and latency to approach the NO in the NO tests) with Cronbach's alpha 
as a measure of internal constancy. A more detailed method is also outlined in Asher, et al. 
(2016). 
 
3.2.4 Body Scores  
Pigs were individually scored depending on their injuries according to a six-point system 
based on Conte, et al., (2012), at three different time points; day 4 post-mixing, between 
day 8 – 17 post-mixing and between day 29 – 39 post-mixing. These time-points were 
selected as they represented the time just after mixing, approximately one-two weeks later 
(when the group should be settled) and then toward the end of the study period, when the 
pigs are close to the time to move into the grower unit (Stevens et al., 2017).  
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Each individual was assessed on injuries on the ears, snout, shoulders, legs, flanks, 
hindquarters and back. Tails were also scored, although these were docked as part of the 
farm’s standard practice. For this study the tail injury score and mean body score were 
used. Complete litter and body score information was available for 71 individuals, which 
were subsequently used in this study’s analysis.  
 
3.2.5 Statistical analysis  
For this study, the sex ratio of a litter was determined by the percentage of males within 
the litter. All data analysis for this study was done using R Studio v. 1.0.136	 (RStudio 
Team, 2016). Cognitive bias and corresponding litter data was analysed using R code 
adapted from Asher, et al. (2016). A general linear mixed model using lmer from the 
lmeTest package in R (Kuznetsova, et al., 2016) was used with latency to approach the 
probe as the response variable and replicate and pen included as random effects. 
Personality score, treatment, litter size and percentage males were all included as 
explanatory variables and the final model was created using stepwise deletion. 
Examination of the residuals form the model suggested deviation from normality and so 
the latency variable was logged and the analyses re-run. The residuals using the logged 
data conformed to the expectations of normality.  
 
The body score and corresponding litter data were analysed using a general linear mixed 
model with mean body score as the response variable and litter size, percentage males, 
environment type, relative weight and sex all included as explanatory variables. Replicate 
was included as a random effect, as well litter ID nested within pen. The tail injury scores 
were all coded as a 1, 2 or 3 and so ordinal logistic regression was used for this analysis, 
using polr from the MASS package (Venables, et al., 2002). Tail injury score was the 
response variable with litter size, percentage of males, treatment, relative weight and sex 
included as explanatory variables. 
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Pearsons correlations between litter size and sex ratio were calculated using the cor.test 
function in R for all data sets. 
 
3.2.6 Ethics statement 
Data used in this chapter were retrieved from a study approved by the University of 
Lincoln’s Ethics Committee (COSREC62 on 08/09/2015). 
 
 
3.3	Results		
3.3.1 Litter size and sex ratio  
The size of the litter was significantly correlated with the number of males in the litter 
with smaller litters having a higher male: female ratio than larger litters, which tend to be 
more female biased. This was apparent in all of the data sets; cognitive bias (cor = -
0.7093681, p	< 2.2e-16), body score (cor= -0.3742328, p	< 2.2e-16) and tail injury score 
(cor= -0.3725448, p < 2.2e-16). 
 
3.3.2 Cognitive bias 
The P and NP locations had the fastest latencies for all pigs whereas pigs were much 
slower to reach the NN and N locations (F1,244=2.267, p=0.0005). Proactive pigs were also 
significantly faster to approach all five locations in comparison to reactive individuals 
(F1,60=5.343, p=0.024). Responses to probes in the cognitive bias test was also affected by 
the percentage of males in the pigs birth litter, with individuals originating from a male 
biased litter being significantly slower to reach each location in comparison to female 
biased litters (F1,76=12.250, p=0.0007). 
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3.3.3 Body injury scores 
Female pigs sustained a higher mean body injury score in comparison to male individuals 
(Female mean = 1.623 (±0.439), Males, mean = 1.548 (±0.473); F1,598=	4.3496, p=0.037). 
Pigs housed in an enriched environment were also more likely to have a higher body score 
Figure 8: Latency to approach each probe location with more proactive pigs represented by the black 
line and more reactive individuals represented by the red line for litters with 10%  (a), 30% (b) and 
50% males (c).  	
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if they originated from a litter with a high male: female ratio. This was the opposite for 
pigs housed in a barren environment  (F1,599=	5.6721, p=0.017) (Figure 2, a & b). It was 
also found that there was a significant interaction between the treatment and pig’s relative 
weight within the pen (F1,598=	3.8765, p=0.049), showing that relatively heavy individuals 
in the enriched environment gained a higher body score than the lighter pigs, whereas the 
lighter pigs gained more injuries in the barren environment (Figure 2, c & d). 
Figure 9:  Mean body scores, with 0 representing no lesions and 3 being the maximum score, 
separated by sex, the percentage of males in the individual’s birth litter (a and b) and relative weight 
(c and d).	
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3.3.4 Tail injury scores 
The results from the ordinal logistic regression model looking at tail injury scores showed 
a significant effect of the pig’s relative weight with the heaviest and lightest individuals 
within the groups sustaining the most tail injury (t= 2.224, p= 0.026). There was also an 
interaction between litter size and weight (t=-2.171, p=0.029), showing that within the 
lightest and heaviest pigs the individuals originating from a very large or very small litter 
had higher tail injury scores. There was also an interaction between treatment and relative 
weight (t=-2.818, p=0.004), as well as a more complicated three-way interaction between 
litter size, relative weight and pen treatment (t=3.185, p=0.001) showing that the lightest 
pigs had a higher tail injury score if they were in an enriched environment and originated 
from a small litter or were in a barren environment and originated from a larger litter 
(Figure 3a). Average weight pigs sustained the same amount of tail injury despite which 
environment they were in or what size litter they originated from (Figure3c), however 
heavier individuals from a large litter size gained more tail injury in the enriched 
environment. Relatively heavier individuals also gained more tail injury in the barren 
environment if they originated from a smaller litter (Figure 3b). 
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3.4 Discussion 
It was hypothesised that the litter size and sex ratio in the litter will be associated with an 
individual’s cognitive bias. A link between litter size and cognitive bias was not found 
however the percentage of males in an individual’s home litter was linked to their 
cognitive bias; individuals originating from more female-biased litters were quicker to 
Figure 10: Tail injury score, with 0 representing no lesions and 3 being the maximum 
score, depending on litter size and pen treatment (red crosses - enriched and black 
circles - barren) for low (a), high (b) and average (c) relative weights.  	
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reach all probe locations overall in comparison to pigs from less biased litters (figure 1). 
This finding partially supports hypothesis (ii) and suggests that pigs from female-biased 
litters more likely to interpret ambiguous stimuli optimistically. This result highlights for 
the first time the influence sex ratio of an individual’s home litter can have on cognitive 
bias in adulthood. One possible explanation for this finding may be that the sex ratio bias 
in utero impacts on circulating hormone levels during the gestation period, impacting on 
how the neural network structure develops (Bayless & Shah, 2016) and thus how 
individuals subsequently respond to different types of stimuli. 
 
As expected, pigs with a more proactive personality were consistently quicker overall to 
reach all locations in comparison to pigs with a more reactive personality type. These 
differences are typical of the two personality types, with more proactive personalities 
tending towards more active and less flexible behaviour (Sih, et al., 2004; Koolhaas, et al., 
1999). Although this result could also be interpreted as the more proactive individuals 
being more optimistic, it should be considered that they might just be faster overall in 
comparison to the more reactive individuals. This trend in personalities was consistent 
throughout changes in litter size and sex ratio.  
    
As predicted in hypothesis (i), there was a strong correlation between the size and sex ratio 
of a litter, with smaller litters more likely to be male-biased than larger litters, which are 
likely to be female- biased. This result reflects other research, such as Servanty, et al. 
(2007) and Gorecki (2003), which also found in wild boar and domestic pigs that smaller 
litter sizes tended to be male- biased.  
    
Analysis of the mean body injury scores showed that females are more likely to have a 
high body injury score. A significant interaction between the pen treatment and sex ratio 
was discovered, with pigs originating from a male-biased litter likely to have more body 
injuries in the enriched environment, whereas pigs born into litters with a lower percentage 
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of males have more injuries in the barren environment. This likely is related to the next 
finding, which is a significant interaction between the treatment and the pig’s relative 
weight. The heavier the pig in the enriched environment the more likely it is to have more 
injuries whereas in the barren environment, a pig with a below average weight is more 
likely to have more injuries. These two findings may suggest a link between sex ratio and 
body weight, as male biased litters tend to be smaller in size, potentially allowing for each 
piglet to be heavier due to less crowding in-utero (Bérard et al., 2010). Heavier pigs also 
have an advantage over their lighter pen-mates and tend to be the most dominant in the 
group (Andersen, et al., 2000). There was a complex relationship between relative weight, 
level of tail injury and litter size, showing that only the relatively heaviest and lightest 
individuals in the pen that originated from the largest and smallest litters had an above 
average tail injury score. This is demonstrated in a significant 3-way interaction between 
litter size, relative weight and pen treatment (figure 3). Overall these results support 
hypothesis (iii) that litter size and percentage of males in the litter will be associated with 
body and tail injury scores. 
 
This interaction shows that the effects of relative weight and litter size are apparent in the 
enriched environment pens, with males and females in enriched pens showing positive 
associations between percentage of males in the litter and body or tail score, and also 
relative weight and body or tail score.  It is not possible to deduce the cause of these 
associations from the current dataset, however, these results suggest a number of testable 
hypotheses. The body or tail scores of pigs from enriched environments may have greater 
sensitivity to litter sex ratio and relative weight because (i) pigs from male biased litters 
have a different frequency or quality of aggressive behaviour compared with pigs from 
female biased litters.  This is more apparent in enriched environments where there are 
additional resources to compete over; (ii) pigs with higher relative weight have higher 
body or tail scores as they have a different frequency or quality of aggressive behaviour 
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compared with pigs of lower relative weight.  Again, this may be more apparent in 
enriched environments where there are more resources to compete over. Alternatively, (iii) 
pigs from enriched environments may have higher body scores as they have slightly more 
space and resources, and so are generally more active. Higher activity levels may result in 
higher body scores, even if that activity is not aggressive.  As tail biting is not likely to 
simply be associated with higher activity levels per se (as it is considered to be driven by a 
different motivation to body-directed injuries), one may hypothesise that if (iii) was the 
case, then the relationship between tail scores and relative weight and percentage of males 
in the litter should be unaffected by treatment. 
 
Overall, body scores are a quick, easy and non-invasive way to assess health of an 
individual, and can potentially act as a proxy for activity levels within a pen (Stephens et 
al. 2017). Body score analysis is often used as an indicator for aggression, with fights 
typically occurring within the first few weeks of mixing as a hierarchy is being established 
(Stukenborg, et al., 2011; Turner, et al., 2006). However, it should be remembered that it 
is possible to gain body lesions, and therefore a high body score, from everyday benign 
scrapes and scratches while being moved or due to a pen of highly active individuals, 
therefore this scoring may be best used as a marker for levels of activity rather than any 
particular behaviour, such as aggression. Tail injury scores are interesting to look at 
separately from the mean body score, as tail biting is a widespread unresolved issue in pig 
farming globally, and can be costly economically, as well as in terms of animal welfare 
(Schrøder-Petersen & Simonsen, 2001). The pigs in this study had their tails docked by up 
to 50%, this is a common method to try and reduce tail biting by sensitising the tail 
(Sutherland & Tucker, 2011). However, how tail docking may influence our results is 
unknown and in future studies it may be beneficial to assess pigs with intact tails (Stevens, 
et al., 2017). 
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3.5	Conclusions				
In conclusion, in utero litter size and sex ratio were shown to influence cognitive bias and 
body scores later in life. Results from this study showed that the sex ratio of an 
individual’s home litter can influence cognitive bias responses with pigs originating from 
a female biased litter responding to the test probes significantly more optimistically. Litter 
size can influence tail injury scores in pigs below or above the average relative weight of 
the pen. Similarly, the sex ratio of an individual’s home litter can influence body scores 
depending on the pen environment, for example pigs from a high male: female ratio litter 
gained a higher body score in the enriched environment than if they were housed in a 
barren environment. These results also showed that litter size and sex ratio are directly 
linked, with smaller litters tending to be male biased. These results show the influence that 
in utero and early life factors can have on outcomes into adulthood and have the potential 
to have real life implications for farmers in terms of terms of health and welfare. As 
farmers strive to continually increase litter size these results show how this may affect 
livestock after the pig has left the litter and placed into new and different environments.  
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Chapter 4 - General discussion  
In this thesis, the main aim was to investigate the impact of pregnancy on cognitive 
processes and mood in primiparous gilts, and to investigate effects of prenatal and early 
life factors, including litter size and sex ratio, on cognition and health in pigs. It was found 
that pregnancy significantly alters cognitive bias responses, with individuals becoming 
increasingly pessimistic towards the later stages of pregnancy, suggesting a shift in the 
pig’s mood state. As this bias appears to change depending on the stage of pregnancy that 
the animal is experiencing at that time, it may be suggested that fluctuating hormone levels 
are associated with these changes (Soldin, et al., 2005), although this could not be 
concluded without further research. Hormone levels have previously been found to 
correlate closely with changes in mood, for example Buckwalter, et al. (1998) found that 
in pregnant humans, increased levels of progesterone correlated with greater mood 
disturbances, and progesterone is known to remain at high concentrations in pigs 
throughout pregnancy until the beginning of birth (Oliviero, et al., 2008; Ash, et al., 
1975). It is worth noting that whilst the housing environment for the gilts included in the 
experiment, described in Chapter 2, did not change during the course of the study, in 
production systems, pregnant sows would typically enter a farrowing crate for the final 
weeks before birth. Research on farrowing environments has identified confinement in the 
traditional crate as being a cause of poor welfare as it is not only physically restrictive but 
behaviourally, preventing behaviours such as nest building (Algers & Uvnäs-Moberg, 
2007; Grandinson, 2005; Blackshaw, et al., 1994). In Chapter 3, pigs from female-biased 
litters were faster than pigs from male-biased litters to reach ambiguous stimuli in a 
cognitive bias test. Although this could be interpreted as being more optimistic, as they 
were faster overall to reach all locations, this may not be the correct interpretation.  There 
are multiple potential hypotheses for why this could be the case; for example, female-
biased litters tend to be larger, so it may be beneficial to be risk prone (or ‘optimistic’) if 
in early life resources were something to be competed for.  An alternative might be that 
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the sex ratio bias in utero impacts on circulating hormone levels during the gestation 
period, impacting on how the neural network structure develops (Bayless & Shah, 2016) 
and thus how individuals subsequently respond to different types of stimuli. Although 
much of the research using cognitive bias tests focus on external factors both of these 
studies show that cognitive bias can be influenced by factors not related to external 
environment.  
 
In both chapter two and three we also found that not only did cognitive bias change 
depending on the stage of pregnancy and whether the sex ratio of the litter pig originated 
from but that personality influenced the pig’s responses in the cognitive bias tests. 
Previously personality has been shown to interact with mood to determine cognitive bias 
in weaner/grower pigs (Asher, et al., 2016) and our result shows that this is also true 
during gestation. In chapter two we found that reactive individuals had a less pronounced 
change in latency between the before/early and middle/late test times in comparison to 
more proactive individuals. This may be due to reactive pig’s being better able to cope 
with physiological and mood changes. Subsequently in chapter three, personality was also 
a contributing factor in the cognitive bias test with proactive individuals being fast overall 
to reach the ambiguous locations. These results highlight how personality can be included 
in cognitive and behavioural testing to account for individual variation.  
 
Further to cognitive bias, in chapter two it was investigated whether other aspects of 
cognition, specifically memory and problem solving, change over the gestation period. 
There was a significant difference in the pigs’ individual responses to these tests during 
pregnancy compared with their performance pre-gestation. The five-trial cognitive bias 
probe reminder sequences was used to infer memory, this had the advantage of reducing 
the number of additional tests for the pigs, which also reduced unnecessary movement 
stress, whilst allowing us to assess memory at each stage of pregnancy. These results 
showed that memory did not decline as a result of pregnancy, although future research 
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may benefit from testing a non-pregnant control group. Including this control group would 
have allowed for comparison between the two groups, possibly allowing for the effect of 
pregnancy between test times to be distinguished from learning.  
 
A test was designed to determine problem solving ability throughout pregnancy. The three 
puzzles used were designed to be simple, to ensure that the pigs would be able to solve 
them, as well as being similar enough to not vary in levels of difficulty without being the 
same, ensuring that each pig did a new puzzle at each testing stage. The results showed 
that all the pigs became quicker to solve the puzzles as their pregnancies progressed. 
Although piloted before the study started, it is possible that these puzzles were not 
adequate to test the aims in this study. To improve on this in future it may be beneficial for 
puzzles to have a transparent lid or panel so the individual doing the test can see what they 
are working towards. They could also be more challenging, with more difficult 
mechanisms to open the puzzle while being secure enough that they cannot be opened by 
accident.  
    
In chapter three, as well as cognitive bias we investigated how early life factors; litter size 
and sex ratio, may impact upon body scores into adulthood. We found that these did early 
life factors influenced body and tail scores after the pig had left the litter. Body and tail 
injury scores are a quick, easy and non-invasive way to assess health of an individual, and 
can potentially act as a proxy for activity levels within a pen (Stephens et al. 2017).  
 
Logical next steps to expand and improve both of the studies in this thesis would involve 
analysing other health conditions in relation to early life factors. Previous studies in rats 
and humans have shown how both the in-utero and early life environment can influence 
long-term health outcomes, such as obesity (Huang, et al., 2007; Breier, et al., 2001), heart 
and vascular health (Barker, 2002; Lamireau, et al., 2002), and general disease 
susceptibility (Cottrell & Seckl, 2009; Godfrey & Barker, 2000). Investigating how early 
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life factors or prenatal programming may influence common livestock diseases and 
illnesses would be an interesting next step. It would also be beneficial to investigate how 
other early-life or physiological factors may also affect cognitive bias or welfare in pig and 
other species. In light of the results in chapter 2 a logical next step would be to 
investigating further into the specific hormones and concentrations that may be playing 
key roles throughout the gilt’s pregnancy. It would be beneficial to include a non-pregnant 
control group in chapter 2, as this would have allowed for comparisons in the cognitive 
bias test and during the memory and problem solving tests. This comparison would make 
it easier to assess how much other factors, such as learning, may be contributing to the 
results. Testing during the postpartum period would also make an interesting addition as 
some studies, such as De Groot, et al., (2006), have found that cognitive function 
continues to change post-partum, and likewise so does mood as, for example, Evans, et al., 
(2001) found depressive symptoms in humans are stronger after birth in comparison to 
during pregnancy. It should also be considered whether environmental conditions could 
improve the pigs’ negative bias during late pregnancy, such as the addition of new 
enrichment during the later stages (Van de Weerd, et al., 2003; Beattie, et al., 2000).  
 
It may also be interesting to look at other aspects of cognition that may link the two 
studies done here. For example, recent studies in humans have shown that the sex of the 
fetus may influence the mother’s cognition, such as a study by Vanston & Watson (2005) 
who found that women pregnant with male foetuses consistently out performed women 
carrying female foetuses in tests of spatial ability working memory. This would be an 
interesting study in a non-human animal, for example investigating how different sex 
ratios may influence maternal cognition. There has also been some research into foetal 
programing in pigs, typically focusing on maternal social stress (Jarvis, et al., 2006; Otten, 
et al., 2010), however it may be interesting to investigate links between the mother’s 
cognitive bias through pregnancy as well as post-natally, with that of her offspring across 
its life course and, in particular, in response to typical stressors.  
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Overall conclusions 
This thesis presents a series of novel results that advance the field of animal cognition and 
welfare, particularly in relation to the gestation period as experienced by both the mother 
and the offspring.  The key results from these studies are that there is an association 
between stage of pregnancy and cognitive bias; and there is an interaction between sex 
ratio and litter size on offspring cognitive bias and injury scores. Overall, this thesis shows 
that early life factors and pregnancy can affect an individual’s cognitive processing, which 
may have consequences in terms of the welfare as these results show that it is not just 
environmental factors that can influence mental state.  This is an exciting finding, which 
has consequences for animal cognition research and livestock production. Understanding 
animal cognition and cognitive requirements may help us to continuously monitor welfare, 
with the potential for subsequently improving health and performance.  
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